Process mining is the automated acquisition of process models from the event logs of information systems. Although process mining has many useful applications, not all inherent difficulties have been sufficiently solved. A first difficulty is that process mining is often limited to a setting of non-supervised learning since negative information is often not available. Moreover, state transitions in processes are often dependent on the traversed path, which limits the appropriateness of search techniques based on local information in the event log. Another difficulty is that case data and resource properties that can also influence state transitions are time-varying properties, such that they cannot be considered as cross-sectional. This article investigates the use of first-order, ILP classification learners for process mining and describes techniques for dealing with each of the above mentioned difficulties. To make process mining a supervised learning task, we propose to include negative events in the event log. When event logs contain no negative information, a technique is described to add artificial negative examples to a process log. To capture history-dependent behavior the article proposes to take advantage of the multi-relational nature of ILP classification learners. Multi-relational process mining allows to search for patterns among multiple event rows in the event log, effectively basing its search on global information. To deal with timevarying case data and resource properties, a closed-world version of the Event Calculus has to be added as background knowledge, transforming the event log effectively in a temporal database. First experiments on synthetic event logs show that first-order classification learners are capable of predicting the behavior with high accuracy, even under conditions of noise.
Introduction
Process mining is the automated acquisition of process models from the event logs of information systems such as ERP, Role Based Access Control (RBAC), and Workflow Management (WfM) systems (van der Aalst and van Dongen, 2002; van der Aalst et al., 2003; van der Aalst et al., 2007) . Event logs contain information about the occurrence of business events: who performed a particular activity in the context of a particular business process involving some particular business information at a particular time. In many organizations, such event logs conceal an untapped reservoir of knowledge about the way employees conduct every-day business transactions. To date these event logs have been put to use in the context of Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) and Business Process Intelligence (BPI) for the purpose of among others performance measurement, exception notification and escalation management. The vast quantity of available events in event logs, however, makes it difficult to get a good idea about the generally performed behavior using only descriptive statistics. Instead data mining and machine learning techniques can be used to reconstruct general models of the common behavior that is portrayed by the event logs. The latter is called process mining. Process models that have been discovered through process mining enable organizations to compare the behavior in the event log with the business conduct it would expect from its employees and other stakeholders. Such delta analysis (van der Aalst, 2004) can be helpful in the context of guaranteeing compliance to new regulations (e.g. the Sarbanes-Oxley Act) (Securities and Exchange Commission, U.S.A., 2002; Kaarst-Brown and Kelly, 2005) or in the context of business process redesign and optimization.
Currently many algorithms have been developed to describe or predict control-flow, data or resource-related aspects of processes and many of them have been integrated into the ProM framework (van Dongen et al., 2005) . An important but difficult learning task in process mining is the discovery of sequence constraints from event logs, referred to as Process Discovery Alves de Medeiros et al., 2007) . Other process learning tasks involve, among others, learning allocation policies (Ly et al., 2005) and revealing social networks (van der Aalst and Song, 2004; from event logs. However, regardless of the type of knowledge that is to be obtained from the logs, process mining faces a number of inherent difficulties:
1. Unsupervised learning: First of all, process mining is often limited to a setting of unsupervised learning because negative information about state transitions that were prevented from taking place is often not available.
2. Global search: History often influences current flow of a business process. While a history of related events is a potentially strong predictor and is readily available in process logs, the inclusion of such an event history in the hypothesis space of process mining algorithms is non-trivial because non-locality is difficult to represent. Many current process mining algorithms are based on local search techniques in the event log.
3. Time-varying properties: Business processes do not only consist of activity events, which represent a state change in the life cycle of an activity, but also consist of data events, which represent a state change in the data life cycle of case data. Case data and resource properties often influence activity state transitions. However, these properties are as time-varying as activities themselves and cannot be considered as cross-sectional.
This article investigates the use of first-order, ILP classification learners for process mining and describes techniques for dealing with each of the above mentioned difficulties. To make process mining a supervised learning task, we propose to include negative events in the event log. When event logs contain no negative information, a technique is described to add artificial negative examples to a process log. To capture history-dependent behavior the article proposes to take advantage of the multi-relational nature of ILP classification learners. Multi-relational process mining allows to search for patterns among multiple event rows in the event log, effectively basing its search on global information. To deal with time-varying case data and resource properties, a closed-world version of the Event Calculus has to be added as background knowledge, transforming the event log effectively in a temporal database.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows. First an introduction is provided to first-order classification and it is shown how event logs can be represented in this logic context. In the next section the problem of lacking negative information is discussed and an algorithm is proposed to supplement the event log with artificial negative examples.
Provided with this information several event operators are defined in section 4 that are used in section 5 for the purpose of Process Discovery. In section 6 it is shown how the time-varying nature of case and resource properties can be incorporated. Finally, section 7 provides a brief overview of related work.
First-Order Classification Learners
Classification learning is learning how to assign a data point to a predefined class or group according to its predictive characteristics. The result of a classification technique is a model which makes it possible to classify future data points based on a set of specific characteristics in an automated way. Classification techniques are often applied for credit scoring (Baesens et al., 2003; Martens et al., ming) and medical diagnostic (Pazzani et al., 2001 ). In process mining classification learning has, for instance, been applied for "Decision Mining" (Rozinat and van der Aalst, 2006) and Process Discovery (Maruster et al., 2006) .
Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) (Muggleton, 1990 ) is a research domain in Machine Learning in which the learners use logic programming to represent data, background knowledge, the hypothesis space and the learned hypothesis. Formally, an ILP learner will search for a hypothesis H in a hypothesis space S that predicts or describes patterns in a data set D. A particularly salient feature of ILP is that the representation language L of the hypothesis can be explicitly defined as a logic program. Such a representation language (b) partner
is called the language bias and completely defines the hypothesis space S that needs to be searched. In addition, users of ILP learners can specify background knowledge B about the data, that often avoids a lot of preprocessing. Consequently, the effectiveness by which an ILP learner can be applied on a learning task depends on the choices that are made in representing the data, the background knowledge and the language bias. In this paper we make use of Tilde (Blockeel and De Raedt, 1998 ), a first-order decision tree learner available in the ACE-ilProlog data mining system (Blockeel et al., 2002) . As many ILP algorithms (Džeroski and Lavrač, 2001) , Tilde is the first-order variant of a propositional learner. In particular, the Tilde algorithm is a first-order generalization of the well-known C4.5 algorithm for decision tree induction (Quinlan, 1993) . ILP learners are also called multi-relational data mining (MRDM) learners (Džeroski and Lavrač, 2001; Džeroski, 2003 (Džeroski, 2003) .
From this database, one wants to establish a decision tree so that the important customers can be identified swiftly. Propositional learners create classification rules of the following form: IF (income > 100000) THEN important customer = YES. Observe that only the information from the first table was used for the creation of this rule. Relational algorithms on the other hand are able to use the relationships that exist among multiple tuples. An example of such a rule is: IF (x is married with a person with income > 100000) THEN important customer (x) = YES. To allow propositional learners to exploit this multi-relational information the multi-relational data mining problem has to be converted a uni-relational problem, as shown in Figure 2 . We can see that we need three extra columns to describe the properties of the partner. This technique has been applied to multi-relational data mining (Lavrac et al., 1991) and allows to keep on using propositional learners. Nonetheless, it is less elegant, as it transfers the problem of non-local search to the input space.
More importantly, it also exponentially increases the dimensions of the input space. High dimensional input spaces are typically hard to handle by classical data mining techniques, a problem known as 'curse of dimensionality' (Tan et al., 2005) .
For the purpose of discovering history-dependent patterns, this multi-relational prop- Figure 2: Transformation to uni-relational problem erty is much desired, as it allows learning based on global information in the event log.
Alternatively the event history of an event log instance could in part be represented as extra propositions (extra columns), for instance including all immediately preceding event information as extra columns in the event log. To use ILP learners on an event log, the log has to be represented as a logic program of ground facts. In our experiments, an activity event is represented as an atom event(AId,AT,BId,ET,AgentId,PL,TS) with following arguments:
• AId a unique non-business identifier for the activity
• AT represents the activity type
• BId represents a unique business identifier of the activity
• ET represents the activity event
• AgentId represents the worker that brings about the activity state transition
• PL is a list of parameters that pertain to the event
It is useful to think of a process instance as a trajectory in a state space (Bider et al., 2000) , in which the domain of the different possible activities, events and business concepts span the state space. Declarative classification rules can be used to define the valid state transitions in that state space. Each activity in a process instance can undergo a number of distinct state transitions that are recorded as events, for instance:
• create(AId,BId): creates a new activity instance AId with business identifiers BId.
As a result a created event is added to the state of the process instance.
• assign(AId,AgentId): the assignment of activity AId to an agent AgentId that is recorded as an assigned event.
• addConcept(AId,C), removeConcept(AId,C), updateConcept(AId,C1,C2): add, remove or update a business concept C in the state space. This is recorded respectively as a conceptAdded, a conceptUpdated or a conceptRemoved event. Case data, business concepts, are represented as triples of the form concept(subject,predicate,object). Used in languages such as RDF, triples are in principle capable of representing any firstorder atom.
• complete(AId): requests the completion of activity AId, recorded as an event of the type completed.
In the sample event logs underneath this paragraph the activity life cycle of two activities within a credit application context is represented.
event (9001, applyForCredit, 100, created, 0, [concept(9001, parent, 9000) ],0). event(9001,applyForCredit,100,conceptAdded,0,[concept(100,type,application)],0). event (9001, applyForCredit, 100, assigned, 0, [concept(9001, assignedTo (9006, reviewCredit, 100, created, 0, [concept(9006, parent, 9002) ],56). ... event (9006, reviewCredit, 100, assignRejected, 0, [concept(9006, assignedTo, 10) ],71). event (9006, reviewCredit, 100, assigned, 0, [concept(9006, assignedTo, 8) ],78). event (9006, reviewCredit, 100, conceptAdded, 8, [concept(100, risk, low) ],80). event (9006, reviewCredit, 100, completed, 8, [], 81) .
Inducing Artificial Negative Examples
Without negative information learning can be much harder. For instance, a two-year old will have more difficulties in learning a precise definition of the concept 'balloon' when shown only a balloon than when presented both a ball and a balloon and pointed to their difference. Event logs rarely contain this negative information. Consequently, it is difficult to identify the distinguishing properties that characterize the underlying process model.
A more thorough discussion on on the lack of negative information in event logs can be found in . Because of the lack of negative information, many learning tasks in process mining are in principle an unsupervised learning tasks. In general, it is necessary to provide learners with a strong inductive bias, to obtain useful descriptions in this context of unsupervised learning (Mitchell, 1997) . Another consequence of the often lacking negative information is that classification learners cannot be applied, as classification is namely a supervised learning task. To make process mining a supervised learning problem suitable for classification, we propose to include negative information in the event log in the form of negative events. A negative event reports that a state transition could not take place. For each positive activity event type one can think of a negative one. For instance, for the event types created and assigned the event types createRejected and assignRejected can be conceived. Learning the classification rules that predict whether, given the state of a process instance, a particular state transition can occur, then boils down to learning the classification rule that predicts when either a positive or a negative event occurs. In this way, we have formulated process mining tasks such as Process Discovery, authorization, task allocation, and input validation as classification problems.
Sometimes, process logs naturally contain negative events. An access log, for instance, contains information about the workers that have obtained authorization, and information about the workers who were refused authorization to perform a particular task. In many cases, however, information systems do not reveal their internal functioning in terms of negative events. For instance, when a WfMS creates a number of work items and assigns them to several work trays, it will not expose the work items it did not create or provide information about the work trays to which it could not allocate a work item.
Negative examples can be introduced by replaying each process instance t i , representing an ordered list of events, event-by-event and verifying whether a state transition of interest could occur. At each event e (i,k) ∈ t i , it is tested for each possible activity state transition of interest whether there exists up to that point k similar traces t j : ∀l, l < k, similar(e (j,l) , e (i,l) ) in the event log in which at that point a state transition e (j,k) has taken place that is similar to , as denoted by a similarity operator similar(e (j,k) , ). If such a state transition does not occur in other traces, this is an indication that the state transition should be prevent from occurring. Consequently, a negative event can be added at this point k in the event trace t i . If on the other hand a similar trace is found in which the state transition of interest does occur, than this behavior is present in the event log and no negative event is generated. To avoid an imbalance in the proportion of negative versus positive events the addition of negative events can be manipulated with a negative event injection probability π. More formally, this process of adding negative examples can be described as follows:
1 For each process instance ti in the event log 2 For each event e (i,k) in ti 3 For each activity state transition of interest
The addition of artificial negative examples to the input space of a learner, adds the assumption that all possible trajectories through the state space have corresponding process instances in the event log. Formulated differently, adding artificial negative examples to an event log on which later on classification is performed, forces a classification learner to conclude that trajectories that do not occur in the original event log, do not occur in the state space of the process model. This assumption is unrealistic, particularly for the event logs of processes with large state spaces. Consequently, the addition of artificial negative examples to a process log would prevent a learner from generalizing to unseen examples. However, this outcome needs to be put in the right perspective. Firstly, state is a relative notion, such that the similarity operator can be adapted to the learning task at hand. For instance, when learning sequence constraints among activities, the events involving the scheduling, assignment and data manipulation can possibly be left out of consideration. This notion of abstract state allows generalization beyond the observed examples. Secondly, it is useful to induce a process model that covers only the modeled examples. For instance, when mining a control-flow model for the purpose of delta-analysis, the induced process model should preferably cover all the presented examples, and no more than the presented examples.
Notice that the procedure of injecting negative events potentially requires a large number of process instances. This is particularly the case when the underlying process model contains a lot of concurrent (parallel) activities. Because the trace of a process instance is linearized into a list, many process instances are required to cover each possibility. For instance, N pairwise parallel tasks have N ! possible orderings. A possible solution is to limit the number of possible activity events in the log, for instance, by only considering activity completed events. Another solution is to to leave out or regroup a number of concurrent tasks in the event log.
History-Dependent Processes
Sometimes the behavior of process instances is dependent on their own history. For instance, a worker is refused authorization to perform a certain task, when he or she has performed a related task in the past. Another example is the occurrence of history-based joins in the control flow of a business process (van Hee et al., 2006b ). This non-local behavior of business processes presents many challenges, not only for process mining but also for process modeling (Alur and Henzinger, 1994; van Hee et al., 2006a) .
In representing process mining as first-order classification, we propose to include the event history as a relevant element of the state space of business processes. The multirelational nature of first-order classification learning allows to search for patterns among an unlimited number of rows in the event history log of each particular process instance.
However, the effectiveness by which an ILP learner can be applied on a learning task depends in part on the chosen language bias L. Too simple refinement steps result in refined hypotheses that have little or no extra explanatory power. Too complex refinement steps might specify too large a hypothesis space making search inefficient. In (Alur and Henzinger, 1994; van Hee et al., 2006a) , Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) language for representing non-local guard conditions is proposed. LTL is nonetheless unsuitable to make up the language bias of an ILP learner, because there is no immediate transformation of the LTL modal operators to first-order predicate logic. Instead we use more simple event history
operators, that, in combination with conjunction, disjunction and negation-as-failure provide a reasonably expressive language bias that yields good results in learning non-local classification problems. The following event operators are required:
• The "historic event operator " HE
T ime
BId (AT, ET, HT ) evaluates to true when in the history of process instance BId at time HT , relative to time point T , an activity event of type ET has taken place for an activity of type AT .
• The "non-event operator " N E T ime BId (AT, ET, HT ) evaluates to true when the specified event does not occur within a time interval [HT, T ime] and is defined as follows:
BId (AT, ET, HT 2 )
• The "has no sequel " evaluates to true when within a process instance a particular transition has taken place, but that it has not (yet) been followed by another specified state transition. The operator is defined as follows:
For readability, the operators will be used in the remainder of the text without the indices and event type parameters, though these will be implicitly assumed.
Process Discovery as Learning Preconditions
Process Discovery entails the discovery of the process control flow from the event log (van der a non-trivial example with non-local non-free choice and hidden activities, and extended it with a parallel construct and loop. This extended example is displayed in Figure 3 . For the purpose of mining activity preconditions the above defined "has no sequel " event operator N S has shown to be particularly successful in representing the activity preconditions in the event log. As an illustration, we refer to the induced activity preconditions in Table 1 for the process model in Figure 3 .
The following experimental setup was put into place. An artificial event log was generated with 450 process instances from the process model in Figure 3 with a maximum of three allowed loops. As is common, learning was performed on a training set, whereas the reported performance is done on the test set (out-of-sample performance), as to provide an objective measure for the predictive performance on new, unseen examples. The test log was created as follows. The entire event log, consisting of about 7300 activity completed events was first supplemented with about 7000 negative completeRejected events by applying the above described procedure with a negative event injection probability π of 100%. After this procedure the first 350 process instances (the first 350 drivers) were removed from event log to retain a test set of 100 process instances. Although the negative events in the Figure 3 activity precondition
test log were created with information that is in part not present in the test log, this procedure allows best to evaluate the performance of learned classification rules with respect to prohibiting behavior that is not in the process instances. The training log is composed of the first 350 process instances. The log consisting of some 5300 completed events was supplemented with some 4400 negative completeRejected events on the basis of training log events only. To test the performance of first-order activity precondition learning under noise, the training set has been modified with different types of noise. After adding noise, the noisy training sets were supplemented with negative events also with a negative event injection probability π of 10%. In the literature, six noise types are described in (Maruster, 2003; Alves de Medeiros et al., 2007) : missing head, missing body, missing tail, swap tasks, remove task, and mix all. For reasons of brevity we report performance results with swap tasks, identified by as being the most difficult, and mix all, which a combination of all other noise types. The reported noise percentages of 10% and 30% are also consistent with the literature.
In classification out-of-sample accuracy results are often reported. However, accuracy has the disadvantage that it is relative to the underlying class distributions. For example, suppose we have a log with 100 positive activity events for one activity type and 9900 negative activity events. A classifier that classifies all activity events as negative, will have an accuracy of 99%, a high figure though classifying none of the positive examples correctly. In Process Discovery it is important that the discovered preconditions allow every event trace in the log (completeness) but preferable no more event traces that do not occur in the log (preciseness) . Rather than using accuracy as a performance measure, we therefore propose two performance measures that are more suitable to the problem domain of Process Discovery:
• true positive rate T P or completeness: the frequency of correctly classified positive events in the test set. This probability can be estimated as follows: T P = E + positive /E total positive , where E + positive is the amount of correctly classified positive events and E total positive is the total amount of positive events.
• true negative rate T N or preciseness: the frequency of correctly classified negative events in the test set. This probability can be estimated as follows: T N = E − negative /E total negative , where E − negative is the amount of correctly classified negative events and E total negative is the total amount of negative events.
Notice that the true negative rate gives an accurate idea of the preciseness of the learned precondition as negative events are precisely representatives for traces that are not in the sample log. In Table 2 we report these evaluation measures for each precondition learned under different noise circumstances.
To perform first-order classification, we have used the Tilde ILP classification learner.
Like C4.5, Tilde (Blockeel and De Raedt, 1998; Blockeel et al., 2002) obtains classification rules by recursively partitioning the dataset according to logical conditions, that can be represented as nodes in a tree. This top-down induction of logical decision trees (Tilde) 
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is driven by refining the node criteria according to the provided language bias L. Unlike The above decision tree represents the precondition for activity doPracticalExamRideMotorBikes that has been learned under no noise conditions. As can be observed from the tree its conditions are not entirely structurally equivalent with the suggested preconditions in Table 1 . Nonetheless one can observe perfect completeness and preciseness for this activity precondition (A 6 and all the other activities in Table 2 under no noise conditions).
An explanation for this outcome is that the preconditions are logically equivalent with respect to the underlying model. For example the condition completedWithoutSequel (obtainSpecialInsurance,applyForLicense,BId,Time) can be shown to be equivalent with N S(A 9 , A 5 ) ∧ N S(A 9 , A 6 ).
However, rather than favoring local preconditions the decision tree induction algorithm has favored preconditions with immediate discriminating power. For the moment, this non-preference for local conditions prevents the construction of a graphical model from the learned preconditions. In bold face we have indicated the learned preconditions that are structurally equivalent with the suggested rules. Under conditions of noise, it is observed with regard to the completeness criterion that every induced precondition portrays a perfect recall of the positive events. At least in this respect, the proposed Process Discovery technique is robust to noise. With respect to the preciseness criterion, however, it is observed that the preconditions relax, allowing negative events to take place and thus scoring lower on the preciseness criterion. For example, under 30% swap tasks noise, the induced activity precondition for the parallel task obtainSpecialInsurance deteriorates to 0.69, indicating that 31% of the identified negative events are not classified correctly. The reason is that noise invalidates the supplemented negative events as it portrays behavior that is not in the original process model. This behavior with regard to noise is consistent with other learners.
A classification never took more than five minutes to run. Having to learn the preconditions of 10 activities this means that the process model can be learned in under half an hour. In general first-order classification problems potentially have an extremely large search space. However, we have tried to limit the hypothesis space H by limiting the language bias L to the three aforementioned language constructs. The greedy search strategy performed by Tilde's C4.5 top down induction of decision trees also contributes to this computational efficiency result.
Including Time-Varying Properties
Business processes have a dynamic nature and as such it is naturally the case that case data and resource properties also portray time-varying behavior. For instance, a worker in a bank can move from the risk control department to the sales department. Another example is that a case data property is changed within a business process instance. If learners want to relate the behavior of business processes to the values of case data and resource properties, they will have to take into account this time-varying nature.
In first-order logic there is a formalism that elegantly captures the time-varying nature of facts, namely the Event Calculus. The Event Calculus, introduced by Kowalski and Sergot (Kowalski and Sergot, 1986) , is a logic programming formalism to represent and reason about the effect of events and the state of the system expressed in terms of fluents.
The Event Calculus is appealing for several reasons. For instance, the Event Calculus builds on a first-order predicate logic framework, for which efficient reasoning algorithms exist. In addition the Event Calculus has the ability to reason about time, in which fluents come to existence or cease to hold dynamically.
To take into account the time-varying nature of properties, we propose to included a closed-world version of the Event Calculus into the background knowledge B of an ILP learner. With this background knowledge, we can express the meaning of the above mentioned conceptAdded, conceptRemoved and concept Updated events. As a consequence we can include time-dependent properties into the language bias of ILP learners. Rather than for example including predicates like fromDepartment(agentA,sales)
we can now express these properties by including a time point at which they hold: fromDepartment(agentA,sales,t8), effectively transforming the event log into a temporal database.
To illustrate the use of time-varying properties, we have set up an experiment around an artificial credit approval process depicted in Figure 4 . Credit approval in practice requires a good collaboration between the sales and the risk department of a bank. Moreover, strict access control policies have to be put in place, to prevent unlawful or unwanted acts. An example of such an access rules for the depicted process model can be: "Employees cannot perform the activity ReviewCredit when they also have done the activity CheckDebt on the creditApplication. Furthermore, agents have to be from the department risk_control and must not be the applicant of the creditApplication." In the experiment we have included 200 process instances, with the time-varying behavior that employees can randomly switch between the sales and the risk department. In the tree shown below, the outcome of one such experiment under conditions of zero noise is displayed. It can be observed that the dynamic access control rules is learned with perfect recall, demonstrating the representational power of the proposed language bias and background knowledge. For the reasons of article length, we will not go into more detail into these experiments. 
Related Work
Several authors have represented process mining as classification learning and have to some extent discussed un-supervised learning, history-dependent behavior and time-varying properties. For instance, Maruster et al. (Maruster et al., 2006) were among the first to investigate the use of rule-induction for Process Discovery. However, the authors use propositional rule induction techniques on a table of direct metrics for each process task in relation to the other process tasks, which is generated in a pre-processing step. This approach circumvents the lack of negative examples by this pre-processing step and uses the uni-relational RIPPER algorithm (Cohen, 1995) . The multi-relational nature of the ILP learner used in this paper allows to directly perform classification on the event log and is capable of dealing with non-local dependencies and time-varying properties.
Rozinat et al. (Rozinat and van der Aalst, 2006 ) discuss the use of propositional classification for the purpose of "decision mining". In decision mining so-called decision points are semi-automatically identified in process logs, and the classification problem consists of determining which case data properties lead to taking certain paths in the processes.
Because of this preprocessing step, the authors can take into account the time-varying nature of case data properties. The activity precondition learning approach suggested in this paper also allows to take into account (time-varying) case data properties for predicting the conditions under which a task make come into existence, for instance for the discovery of mandatory case data properties in a context of case handling . However, as the algorithm focuses on control flow, the described approach is not capable of taking into account case data properties. As in , the approach of this article is based on global information in the event log and consequently, is capable of discovering sequence, choice, parallelism, loops, invisible tasks, and nonfree-choice constructs. What is lacking at this point is a graphical representation of the discovered process model.
Conclusion
This paper has illustrated that it is possible to represent process mining as a first-order classification problem on logs with positive as well as negative events. In particular, it has been shown how three inherent difficulties of process mining, the lack of negative information, history-dependent behavior and time-varying properties, can be elegantly dealt with in this representation. A first Process Discovery experiment has shown promising results on a non-trivial learning problem with loop, parallelism and non-local non-free choice. We have suggested two novel activity-level metrics for evaluating the completeness and preciseness requirements of Process Discovery, namely the true positive and the true negative rate. In the experiment without noise a model can be discovered with perfect completeness and preciseness indicating the suitability of the proposed language bias for Process Discovery. Additional experiments have shown the learner to be robust to noise.
The Dynamic Access Control Discovery experiment has illustrated that a closed-world version of the Event Calculus can be applied to deal with time-varying aspects.
